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BACKGROUND

GENERAL INFO: 

This survey is the first step in a longer-term public engagement process and will be used to

help shape how to move forward with next steps regarding river recreation and/or a potential

river wave park. 

 

This is not a scientifically validated report. It simply reflects initial sentiment about river

recreation broadly, and the potential idea of a river wave park (based on the current

information available, which is limited). 

 

Effort has been made to include summaries of comments and qualitative feedback, but any

quantification of these comments is approximate. The steering committee would like to thank

everyone who took the time to comment and provide input into this process.

Total responses:  2,037 |  n=total number of responses per question
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Q1: DO YOU CURRENTLY

USE THE BOW RIVER FOR

RECREATION?

yes
71.5%

no
28.5%

n=2,032



Yes
75.1%

No
13%

Maybe
11.9%

Q2: WOULD YOU LIKE

TO USE THE BOW RIVER

FOR RECREATION?

 4% of respondents specified a desire to keep the river in its natural

state, made comments about the environment, or a desire for non-

invasive use.

01 

"I prefer to use the Bow in its natural state, and do not support

altering the river for recreational purposes."

 

"If there were safe accessible services I would definitely use the

River"

02 

This question does not indicate support of a wave park proposal.

Recreation is interpreted as any use: walking, nature observing,

biking, dog park, paddling, fishing, etc. Recreation includes

activities both in or around the river area.

03 

n= 2.028



Q3:HOW

SUPPORTIVE

ARE YOU OF

INCREASED

RECREATIONAL

USE OF THE

RIVER?

0 250 500 750

very supportive 

somewhat supportive 

Neither 

somewhat unsupportive 

very unsupportive 

6%

43.2%

16.9%

10.5%

23.4%

n=2,036



Q4:WHAT USES

WOULD YOU, OR

YOUR FAMILY

/HOUSEHOLD

MEMBERS, LIKE

TO ACCESS THE

RIVER FOR? 

0 500 1,000

nature watching 

casual floating 

downriver paddling 

fishing 

river wave riding 

spectating water events 

other water sports 

*Other 

large boat 

none of the above 

n=2,034



QUESTION FIVE

What types of facilities do you feel would be

beneficial along the river? (select all that apply)

 

washrooms

swimming or 

wading areas

additional water

access

environmental

education

Parking river waves

69.9%

equipment rental

34.4%

other

13.9%

river eddies

29.5

watersport lessons

28%

food and 

beverage vendors

25%

additional seating

20.5%

52% 47.7% 43.6% 41.3% 38.9%

n=2,005



Q5-OTHER

SUGGESTIONS

garbage and recycling receptacles 

beach area

picnic tables

fishing platforms

wheelchair access

signage



Q6: PLEASE SELECT THE STATEMENT

THAT BEST DESCRIBES YOUR

PRIMARY INTEREST IN THE PROJECT

active river user
31.7%

interested in using the river
24.3%

live along/with a view of the river
20.6%

Other
16.8%

spectator/business
6.6%

n=2,017



0 250 500 750

strongly supportive 

somewhat supportive 

Neither supportive nor against 

somewhat against 

strongly against 

Q7:PLEASE

INDICATE YOUR

LEVEL OF

SUPPORT FOR

THE IDEA OF

DEVELOPING A

RIVER WAVE

PARK IN

COCHRANE

41.4%

11%

3.5%

6.9%

37.2%

n=2,032



QUESTION EIGHT

What factors do you think should be considered

in determining whether to build a River Wave

Park in Cochrane? Please select your top 3-5.

 

Environmental 

protection

fish and wildlife 

preservation

traffic/parking

safety

location quality of river 

recreation

70.5%

noise

33.5%

other

11.5%

cost of operations

30.7%

cost of use

28%

economic impacts

24.1%

home values of

nearby properties

20.6%

69.3% 54.4% 52.3% 42.1% 38.7%

n=2,036



yes
82.3%

no
17.7%

Q9: ARE YOU A RESIDENT

OF COCHRANE?

n=2,036



Q3: very supportive Q3: somewhat supportive
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HOW DOES THE DESIRE

FOR RIVER RECREATION

CORRELATE TO THE RIVER

WAVE PARK IDEA?

A combined total of 130 (11%) of people who were either somewhat

supportive or strongly supportive of increased recreational use 

of the river indicated they are strongly against (7%) or somewhat

against (4%) the proposed river wave park. 

01 

02 

this chart shows how people who indicated they are either very

supportive or somewhat supportive of increasing river recreation

(q3) responded to q7: Please indicate your level of support for the

idea of developing a River Wave Park in Cochrane

03 
not all people who support river recreation are supportive of the

idea of developing a river wave park.

n=1,218

strongly supportive

somewhat supportive

nether supportive nor against

somewhat against

strongly against
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WHAT DO COCHRANE

RESIDENTS THINK OF THE

RIVER WAVE PARK IDEA?

There are more residents (R) strongly against the proposed wave

park than strongly supportive of it.

 

many non-residents (NR) indicated their willingness to travel to

Cochrane to use a river wave.

01 

02 

this chart shows how people who indicated they are cochrane

residents responded to q7: Please indicate your level of support

for the idea of developing a River Wave Park in Cochrane

blue=resident | gold=non-resident

03 
n=2031

R = 1671 | NR = 360

778 (46.5%) of the Cochrane residents who responded to this survey

are either strongly or somewhat supportive compared to 827

(49.5%) of the Cochrane residents who responded that they are

somewhat or strongly against the potential river wave park. 4% of

Cochrane residents are neutral.



NEXT STEPS

Share survey results and feedback with all stakeholders.

Continue to investigate funding opportunities (such as grants) for

further studies, including environmental and regulatory

assessments, that would inform the project. 

Develop proposal for project funding to present to Council.

Identify additional stakeholder groups for further public

engagement.

The survey results indicate a high amount of interest in the topic of

river recreation, and that further investigation into a potential river

wave park project is needed. The following are some next steps in the

process:

1.

2.

3.

4.

 



STAY INFORMED

AND ENGAGED

As the project progresses, we are committed to sharing information and updates. If you would like to be

included on our email list, please sign up for email updates on our website.

 

WWW.COCHRANERIVERWAVEPARK.COM

Commissioned by the Cochrane River Wave Steering Committee


